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Liassidi Palace Hotel
Castello, Ponte dei Greci 3405 - 30122 Venice

On Wednesday June 3, 2009 at 18:00, the exhibition 1st FLOOR for contemporary art opens at 
the Liassidi Palace Hotel in Venice.
The Liassidi Palace Hotel, located within the splendid XV century Palazzo Zorzi-Liassidi, opens the 
spaces of its piano nobile for an exhibition project presenting the works of Fabio Bianco, Interno3 
and Andrea Morucchio.
A selection of recent works which represent a cross-section of the artists fundamental guiding 
research principles which are conducted on differing linguistic fronts and impetus. While maintaining 
the peculiarity of his own language, each artist wished to place himself in relation with the others and 
with the history and the identity of the location, establishing an articulated dialogue through the very 
means of contemporary art: from painting to sculptural installation, crossing over to the technology 
of audio/visual installations. Fabio Bianco’s liquid and metamorphic series of Chandelier paintings 
confront the internal spaces, unhinging the limits and fixities of the closed spaces, creating complex 
chromatic schemes and igneous drops which multiply the levels of perception through visionary 
deconstructions and reconstructions. Meanwhile, Interno3’s electronic devices with aesthetic 
functions – based on an introspective progress within the perceptive-sensorial experiences – place 
themselves in relation to the physical space of the city. Here, the sound and the image of water 
define a meditative temporality within which Andrea Morucchio’s sculptures/installations participate 
as thought condensed into form - as an expression of elaboration and consideration on the state of 
time, both passed and present.

Exhibition curated by Laura Poletto

The project is promoted by Liassidi Palace Hotel
In collaboration with Escalus Verona Luxury Suites and Furla
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